Review Books/Mock Exams that may be helpful:

A Comprehensive Review for the Certification and Recertification Examinations for Physician Assistants: Published in Collaboration With AAPA and APAP
by Claire Babcock O'Connell, Sarah F. Zarbock (Editor)

Lange Q & A Physician Assistant; McGraw Hill
by Anthony A. Miller, Albert F. Simon, Rachel Carson

Physician Assistant Exam Review (Pearls of Wisdom)
by Daniel Thebodeau and Scott H. Plantz

Davis's PA Exam Review: Focused Review for the PANCE and PANRE (DavisPlus) by Morton A. Diamond

Physician Assistant Board Review: Expert Consult - Online and Print (Expert Consult Title: Online + Print) by James Van Rhee MS PA-C

Physician Assistant Review; Lippincott, Williams & Wilkins
by Auth. P., Kerstein, M.

Physician Assistant Board Review: Certification and Recertification with Online exam simulation, Saunders Elsevier by James Van Rhee

PANRE Secrets Study Guide: PANRE Review for the Physician Assistant National Recertifying Examination by PANRE Exam Secrets Test Prep Team

PANCE Secrets Study Guide: PANCE Exam Review for the Physician Assistant National Certifying Examination by PANRE Exam Secrets Test Prep Team

PANRE Flashcard Secrets: PANRE Test Practice Questions & Exam Review for the Physician Assistant National Recertifying Examination by PANRE Exam Secrets Test Prep Team

PANCE Flash Card Secrets: PANCE Test Practice Questions and Exam Review for the Physician Assistant National Certifying Examination by PANRE Exam Secrets Test Prep Team